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Oracle Provided PATCH Analyzer for Oracle Provided PATCH 

With this article of mine I would like to guide you through the steps that are involved to analyze a PATCH 

that is suggested by Oracle for the impact set of files in our current working system. Note the Patch 

Analyzer is a built in tool provided by oracle I am just guiding through the steps for its usage. 

Once a PATCH is suggested, open the PATCH based on the Platform and release applicable. 

Say in our case the Platform is “Linux x86” and Release is “Applications R12.2“ 

Navigate to the READ ME and check the list of BUGS (BUG Fixed) associated with it and compare the 

same with the BUG NUMBER that is applied in our system. 
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Now to compare load the Bug Number into a Custom defined table and compare the same with 

AD_BUGS Table. 

Use the below query; 

SELECT * FROM TEMP_BUG 
MINUS 

SELECT DISTINCT bug_number FROM AD_BUGS; 

This will give the list of Bugs that are not applied in our system. 

Next we need to continue our process to analyze the Files that would be impacted. 

Setups: 

Create the below directory in Unix BOX 

 /ebsstaging/upload 

 /ebsstaging/upload/nonad 

Grant the 775 Permissions to the Newly Created Directory using “chmod” command. 

Download the file “InfoBundleR12.zip” from Metalink and place it under “/ebsstaging/upload” Directory 

Path. 

Navigate to System Administrator and Open the Page “Patching and Utilities” to check for the 

Staging Directory defined. Change the Select Feature to “Patch Wizard” as below: 

 

Click on GO to Selected Feature and click on Tasks as below:l 

 

 

As we have defined the Directory above the same needs to be set as Staging Directory as above this is 

applicable only for “/ebsstaging/upload” Directory Path. 

Now Move/Place the downloaded PATCH (.zip File) provided by Oracle to the below two Directory 

Paths: 

https://finessedevl.homebox.com:28404/OA_HTML/OA.jsp?OAFunc=OANEWHOMEPAGE&akRegionApplicationId=0&navRespId=20420&navRespAppId=1&navSecGrpId=0&transactionid=1456864822&oapc=6&oas=8qJl06VjmjM-yc1jzqT_Pw..
https://finessedevl.homebox.com:28404/OA_HTML/RF.jsp?function_id=17823&resp_id=20420&resp_appl_id=1&security_group_id=0&lang_code=US&oas=H9y6rbAxr0JSA1E61bljtg..
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 /ebsstaging/upload 

 /ebsstaging/upload/nonad 

Once the files are placed, Navigate to “Patching and Utilities” and move to “Recommend/Analyze 

Patches” and click the Tasks as below 

 

Select the Radio Button “Analyze Specific Patch” and enter the Patch Number (Numeric Part only). 

 

Click on OK.

 

Click on OK.

 

This will intern submit few Programs (Request Set), check the below Programs to Complete. Once 

Completed. Ignore the Programs ended in Warning. 

 

This can also be done on the Page by clicking on the JOB STATUS 

 

https://finessedevl.homebox.com:28404/OA_HTML/RF.jsp?function_id=17823&resp_id=20420&resp_appl_id=1&security_group_id=0&lang_code=US&oas=H9y6rbAxr0JSA1E61bljtg..
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Once the Program is completed. 

You would find the Patch No along with the Request ID as below in the Patch Wizard Page, Click on 

“Details”

 

Click on “Impact Details”

 

Here are the details:

 

All the above details like Application Patches, Existing Files Introduced, New File Introduced, Existing 

Files Unchanged, File Types Installed are hyper link, once clicked will give you a details understanding on 

the files that are impacted.

 

Based on the above information one can decide on the impact and whether to apply the Patch or not. 

Thanks !!!! 


